1. This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office. The Ordnance Survey does not accept or shoulder any responsibility for the use of this material, except for its use for the purposes of the Regulations and may take proceedings for its infringement. Copyright vests in the Ordnance Survey and may be protected by civil or criminal proceedings.

2. For overall sheet layout plan, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.

3. For details of 'Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 3.

4. For details of 'Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 4.

5. For details of 'Access To Works', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.

6. For details of 'Regulation 5(2)(k)', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 6.

7. This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the captioned project only. It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose. We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
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For overall sheet layout, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.

For details of 'Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 3.

For details of 'Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 4.

For details of 'Access To Works', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.

A

Act of Works

For details of limits of:

- Streets Subject To Alteration Of Layout
- Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up
- Access To Works

Refer to Development Consent Order Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for details.
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This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationary Office. Reproduction and/or use of material may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. 000969841

For overall sheet layout, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.

For details of ‘Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout’, refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 3.

For details of ‘Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up’, refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 4.

For details of ‘Access To Works’, refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.
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For overall sheet layout, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.

For details of 'Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout', refer to Development
Consent Order, Schedule 3.

For details of 'Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up', refer to Development
Consent Order, Schedule 4.

For details of 'Access To Works', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.

1. This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of
Wyre Borough Council on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office
and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings. 0000998310

2. For overall sheet layout, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.

3. For details of 'Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout', refer to Development
Consent Order, Schedule 3.

4. For details of 'Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up', refer to Development
Consent Order, Schedule 4.

5. For details of 'Access To Works', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.

Title

Application Boundary

Delineation of Limits of:

x Streets Subject To Alteration Of Layout

x Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up

x Access To Works

Refer to Development Consent Order Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for
details.
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1. For overall sheet layout, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.
2. For details of Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout, refer to Development Consent Order Schedule 3.
3. For details of Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up, refer to Development Consent Order Schedule 4.
4. For details of Access To Works, refer to Development Consent Order Schedule 5.

Application Boundary

- Streets Subject To Alteration Of Layout
- Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up
- Access To Works

Refer to Development Consent Order Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for details.
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1. This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Crown. The Crown's permission may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.

2. For overall sheet layout plan, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.

3. For details of 'Streets Subject To Alteration Of Layout', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 3.

4. For details of 'Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 4.

5. For details of 'Access To Works', refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.

This document is issued for the party which commissioned it and for specific purposes connected with the captioned project only. It should not be relied upon by any other party or used for any other purpose. We accept no responsibility for the consequences of this document being relied upon by any other party, or being used for any other purpose, or containing any error or omission which is due to an error or omission in data supplied to us by other parties.
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For overall sheet layout plan, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-XX-0000.
For details of Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout, refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 3.
For details of Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up, refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 4.
For details of Access To Works, refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.

Application Boundary

Delineation of Limits of:
- Streets Subject To Alteration Of Layout
- Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up
- Access To Works

Refer to Development Consent Order Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for details.

Existing overhead 33kV electricity cables
Existing overhead 11kV electricity cables
Existing overhead 33kV electricity cables to be diverted
Existing overhead 11kV electricity cables to be diverted
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2. For overall sheet layout, refer to drawing MMD-277663-C-DR-00-00-0000.

3. For details of "Streets Subject To Alteration of Layout", refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 3.

4. For details of "Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up", refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 4.

5. For details of "Access To Works", refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 5.

6. For details of "Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up", refer to Development Consent Order, Schedule 6.

Delineation of Limits of:

- Streets Subject To Alteration Of Layout
- Streets And Rights Of Way To Be Temporarily Stopped Up
- Access To Works

Refer to Development Consent Order Schedules 3, 4 and 5 for details.